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07.12.22

Harlan Krumholz
USA Today
“Federal report shows 
improvements in patient safety. 
Could COVID reverse that 
trend?”

07.03.22

Howard Forman
Yale Daily News
“Yale Law, Public Health 
professors weigh in on new gun 
control measures”

07.05.22

Nathan Grubaugh
Connecticut Public Radio
“Connecticut reports first case of 
monkeypox”

07.05.22

Becca Levy
AMA Moving Medicine
“How positive age beliefs can 
support positive health outcomes 
with Becca Levy, PhD”

07.07.22

Gregg Gonsalves
USA Today
“Monkeypox is spreading. We 
must move quickly, avoid past 
mistakes to protect LGBTQ 
people”

Anne Hahn
NBC Today
“COVID BA.5 variant now 
dominant in US: What to know”

07.07.22

Gregg Gonsalves
The New York Times
“The U.S. may be losing the fight 
against monkeypox, scientists 
say”

07.08.22

Branding Matters!

The School’s full name and 
correct name (Yale School of 
Public Health) should be used 
in all media stories.

Nathan Grubaugh
New England Cable News
“BA.4 and BA.5 COVID 
Symptoms: What to Watch For as 
Infections Climb”

07.08.22

David Paltiel
UK Today News
“College COVID-19 testing can 
reduce coronavirus deaths in 
local communities”

07.10.22

07.12.22

Xi Chen
South China Morning Post
“Coronavirus: new variants raise 
questions about sustainability of 
China’s zero-COVID policy”

07.12.22

Saad Omer
NBC Connecticut
“New COVID-19 Omicron 
variant challenges vaccines, prior 
infections”

http://ysph.yale.edu
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07.14.22

Jason Schwartz
Smithsonian Magazine
“FDA authorizes Novavax 
COVID-19 vaccine for emergency 
use”

07.14.22

Robert Hecht
The Boston Globe
“As monkeypox cases rise, US 
health officials are failing again”

07.14.22

Nathan Grubaugh
Connecticut Public Radio
“Connecticut confirms 12 
monkeypox cases”

07.15.22

Gregg Gonsalves
The New York Times
“Demand for monkeypox vaccine 
exceeds supply, C.D.C. says”

07.16.22

Jeffrey Townsend
The Jerusalem Post
“COVID-19 booster shots are 
crucial, according to Yale study”

07.16.22

Gregg Gonsalves
BBC
“U.S. monkeypox outbreak: 
Demand for vaccines outstrips 
supply”

07.21.22

Albert Ko
The Washington Post
“President Biden, double-
boosted, is in a good position to 
fight COVID”

07.22.22

Howard Forman
STAT
“Amazon has big ambitions in 
primary care. One Medical is just 
the latest piece of its plan”

07.22.22

Becca Levy
BBC
“Can you delay ageing by 
refusing to act your age?”
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07.13.22

Nathan Grubaugh
New Haven Register/CT Insider
“Understanding COVID 
subvariant BA.5: What to know 
about reinfection, vaccines, and 
symptoms”

07.23.22

Sten Vermund
New York Daily News
“Snuff out menthol cigs already”

Continued on next pageysph.yale.edu

07.23.22

Albert Ko
Associated Press
“UN health agency chief declares 
monkeypox a global emergency”

07.14.22

Howard Forman
The Hill
“Two years later, why don’t we 
know more about long COVID?”

07.20.22

Nathan Grubaugh
The New York Times
“‘None of us has a crystal ball’: 
Scientists try to keep up with 
faster coronavirus evolution” 07.25.22

Gregg Gonsalves
PBS NewsHour
“Epidemiologists warn of critical 
moment to contain monkeypox”

07.19.22

Akiko Iwasaki, 
Albert Ko
TIME
“Why you need to get COVID-19 
boosters again and again”
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07.25.22

Abigail Friedman
Daily Mail
“Don’t just tax e-cigarettes! 
Scientists say raising taxes on 
vaping devices by just $1 will 
push more people to smoking”

07.27.22

Xi Chen
CNN
“Scientist at forefront of 
China’s early investigations into 
COVID-19 steps down”

07.27.22

Gregg Gonsalves
TIME
“America is all too happy to let 
people die”

07.30.22

Ted Cohen
The Day
“More people are getting 
reinfected with COVID-19”

08.01.22

Albert Ko
The Washington Post
“When you have Covid, here’s 
how you know you are no longer 
contagious”

08.02.22

Rafael Pérez-Escamilla
USA Today
“Eating processed foods is hurt-
ing your brain, study says. Even 
‘2 cookies’ can affect health”

08.02.22

Albert Ko
NBC News
“Covid can rebound even in 
people who haven’t taken 
Paxlovid, study finds”

08.04.22

Gregg Gonsalves
The New York Times
“As monkeypox spreads, U.S. 
declares a health emergency”

08.04.22

Saad Omer
NBC Today
“How at risk are kids in the 
monkeypox outbreak?”

08.05.22

Gregg Gonsalves
NPR
“How to talk about monkeypox 
effectively, without stigmatizing 
gay men”

08.06.22

Gregg Gonsalves
PBS NewsHour
“As monkeypox cases rise, so do 
concerns about disparate access 
to care”

08.09.22

Peter Krause
WTNH News
“Lyme Disease vaccine in phase 
three trials”

08.09.22

Laura Bozzi
Energy News Network
“Study provides deeper insights 
into the health impacts of utility 
shutoffs”

07.26.22

Sten Vermund
New York Family magazine
“Monkeypox: What Parents 
Need to Know about this 
WHO declared Global Health 
Emergency”

Continued on next pageysph.yale.edu

07.31.22

Gregg Gonsalves
NBC News
“For four pioneering AIDS 
activists, monkeypox outbreak 
evokes déjà vu”
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08.12.22

Akiko Iwasaki
Fortune
“Yale researchers have unearthed 
a new clue that may explain who 
has long COVID—and how to 
treat the chronic condition”

08.14.22

Howard Forman
Fortune
“Polio was eradicated in the 
U.S. decades ago. How has it 
returned?”

08.15.22

Jodi Sherman
Nature Sustainability
“Clinical Sustainability”

08.16.22

Albert Ko
The New York Times
“The forgotten virus: Zika 
families and researchers struggle 
for support”

08.16.22

Krystal Pollitt
TIME
“Your kid’s school needs 
better ventilation to help keep 
COVID-19 in check”

08.17.22

Nicole Deziel
The Guardian
“Children born near fracking 
wells more at risk for leukemia – 
study”

08.17.22

Jason Schwartz
ABC News
“CDC director announces shake-
up, citing COVID mistakes”

08.18.22

Saad Omer
Connecticut Public Radio
“There’s still a pandemic going 
on, by the way”

08.18.22

Saad Omer
NBC News
“Monkeypox posed much less 
challenge than COVID. The 
U.S. still failed to contain it.”

08.20.22

Akiko Iwasaki
The Guardian
“Scientists hope nasal vaccines will 
help halt COVID transmission”

08.23.22

Sten Vermund
AAMC News
“What to know about BA.5, 
Paxlovid, and new vaccines 
coming out this fall”

08.25.22

Howard Forman
WSHU
“Polio is back. Yale doctor 
encourages everyone to get 
protected”

08.25.22

Jason Schwartz
The Boston Globe
“Omicron booster shots could be 
ready next month. Here’s what 
you need to know”

Continued on next pageysph.yale.edu

08.23.22

Gregg Gonsalves
The New York Times
“How history will remember the 
Fauci era”

08.12.22

Akiko Iwasaki
The New York Times
“When will the pandemic end? 
And other pressing questions, 
answered”

https://fortune.com/2022/08/12/long-covid-causes-treatment-stress-hormone-cortisol-study/
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08.25.22

Kaveh Khoshnood,
Nathaniel Raymond
The New York Times
“The U.S. State Department and 
Yale identify 21 detention sites in 
Russian-controlled territory.”

08.26.22

Kaveh Khoshnood, 
Nathaniel Raymond
CNN
“At least 21 ‘filtration’ sites 
identified in Russian-controlled 
territory, say Yale researchers”

08.30.22

Vasilis Vasiliou, 
Krystal Pollitt,
Zeyan Liew
Yale Daily News
“From drinking water to dust: 
Yale experts share insights on 
future of hazardous ‘forever’ 
chemicals”

09.01.22

Albert Ko
The Washington Post
“CDC recommends reformulated 
coronavirus booster shot for fall”

09.07.22

Xi Chen
The New York Times
“China’s ‘Zero Covid’ bind: No 
easy way out despite the cost”

09.09.22

Sarah Lowe
Kaiser Health News
“Children in Northern California 
learn to cope with wildfire 
trauma”

09.12.22

Jason Schwartz
ABC News
“Which states have the lowest 
COVID-19 vaccination rates?”

09.13.22

Gregg Gonsalves
Nature
“Monkeypox, COVID-19, AIDS: 
Have we progressed so little?”

09.15.22

Jodi Sherman
Associated Press
“Climate change jeopardizes 
health care services, report says”

09.20.22

Xi Chen
The Guardian
“The urban-rural divide 
hampering China’s efforts to cut 
smoking”

09.22.22

Gregg Gonsalves
The Washington Post
“10 tips for co-existing with 
COVID (and living a normal-ish 
life)”

09.25.22

Laura Bozzi
CT Mirror
“How heat affects health: An 
overlooked outcome of climate 
change”

09.27.22

Nathan Grubaugh
CNN
“Rising Covid-19 cases in the 
UK may be a warning for the 
U.S.”

09.16.22

Albert Ko
WBUR
“Remarkable science: How to 
prepare for the fall season of 
infectious diseases”

ysph.yale.edu

09.02.22

Paul Anastas
Chemical & Engineering News
“Paul Anastas and his crew are 
coming to green up your world”

For more information about our media relations, please contact:
Colin Poitras: colin.poitras@yale.edu
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